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Greetings, almost forty years ago with my back to the wall and with only three months to live, I was forced to seek answers to life. I decided to ask myself what we all wanted, and the answer came to me. We all want to be happy! I had spent my entire life searching for happiness and security, making
money, having a personal relationship and keeping busy. But, I only achieved happiness for a short time. Somehow happiness still desperate for me. I wondered how I could get all the things I want and be happy all the time, too? Most great philosophers have told us that our basic character is happiness.
So what is what happens that causes us to lose what is already ours? The answer is: Our feelings obscure our happiness and keep it hidden from us. The key to ensuring happiness is yours . . . Forever... is to discover how to release the negative feelings you have accumulated. By unloading these
negative feelings, you will not only increase happiness in your life, but everything else will get better too! Money, health, relationships, looks like you name it! It's that simple and it's one answer you're looking for. Please give us the opportunity to share with you. You have nothing to lose and everything to
gain. Love, Lester Lester Levenson (1909-1994, United States) Biography Excerpt: Lester Levenson was born on July 19, 1909 in Elizabeth, New Jersey as a very shy child in a middle-class family. He tried to do things the way they were supposed to do, doing the right thing, getting a good education, and
being the best in their field. Lester Levenson's natural inclination was on science. Lester Levenson was considered a very cute boy. He is always an honor . The Method of RationalWiki Sedona is roll-your-your-administered psychotherapy, claiming to free you from emotional baggage and bring you
prosperity. It was created by a guy called Lester Levenson after a heart attack in 1952. His doc sent him home to die around the age of 42. After seeing if he took pills to end it all, if he came to it, Levenson sat and thought over the philosophy and ideas he had learned in his life and concluded that they
were not going to help him now. He noticed that he felt happy remembering the times of his life not so much when he loved it, but when he felt loving to others. He focused on this and began feeling slowly better physically and emotionally. After a few months he was feeling completely better and ended up
inventing, during the system, looking at negative feelings and letting at least some of them go. It was later called the Sedona method. Levenson lived for another forty-two years, never seeing a doctor professional, he told the group in the 1990s. He got some form of abdominal cancer and died in 1994,
without much care during that time and possibly without pain his last illness. After he died, she let go of the stress by releasing negative feelings of movement divided into branches, with perhaps the two biggest or best advertised runs by his students Larry Crane and Hale Dwoskin. Crane is a former
agent of Hollywood star Joan Collins, with self-confidence that zooms in on that of Donald Trump, the kind of salesman who would sell the Book of Mormon to Mormons. Fittingly, he created his own liberating school branch in Southern California, focused it heavily on developing a wealth consciousness,
and called it a Release Technique. Dwoskin, a more mentor or guru type, will help you experience your Inner Deity, which took down the Sedona method at Fort Phoenix, where Levenson was running things with tremendous help from a tireless devotee and teacher, Virginia Lloyd. It was Lloyd who
actually developed most of the teaching techniques and classroom contours that became a system of teaching the Sedona method to the world, first in NYC, then in many cities, with an outfit landing in Phoenix in 1981. Later, Dwoskin transferred his training surgery to Sedona. It was meant to be and was
very successful until, guess, when the arrival of the Great Recession. Then he stepped back. He is the CEO of Sedona Training Associates. It was originally called the new agey Freedom Now until it was renamed with the help of New Age marketer Christopher John Payne. [1] [2]. Other affiliates run by
Levenson-Lloyd students Kate Freeman and Rick Solomon, who around 2015 founded the Center for Liberation to Help the World, and create a website with that name. Perhaps at least 100 other people have taught versions of the original Sedona method of course, written extensively about it based on
your experience, or simply put up info on the web to be helpful: some of these 100 or 200 words would be Annrika James, Steve Seretan, Tim McCavitt, Janet Bechtel, Annie Sobchart, Dearborn, Ron Perla Phoenix, Michael Kline, Pamela Wilson of Seattle, Alan Rasmussen of Tucson, and Jeanne
Fitzsimmons in Los Angeles. Some have left Sedona releasing behind; some are easily active; some, especially Crane, are overactive. [3] It very reminiscent of The Secret, a comparison of releasing people allegedly not loving. This is also a comparison many of them don't even know about, despite being
raised by awarenesses. On a benign scale, it is closer to being mostly harmless and kind of expensive than Scientology-lite. Dwoskin's twenty CD pack is $400 (and Joseph Mercola sells them [4]). Method[edit] There are now at least 15 versions of Sedona releasing methods, and at least 15 variants of
them. One version of the method from the best-selling book has just a few simple questions,[5] apparently requires $400 from the CD to fully understand: Step 1: Focus on an issue you would like to feel better Step 2: Ask yourself one of these questions: Could I let this feeling go? Could I let this feeling
be here? Could I welcome these feelings? Step 3: Ask yourself a basic question: Am I? Am I ready to let go? Step 4: Ask yourself this simpler question: When? External links [edit] References ↑ ↑ ↑ Choose Freedom, Virginia Lloyd, Freedom Publications, Phoenix, 1984; Happiness is free, Hale Dwoskin,
publ. Sedona method. p. 36–44. Sedona, AZ: Sedona Press, 2003. 438 ouvintes 273 ouvintes 968 ouvintes 11021 ouvintes 10221 ouvintes 1355 ouvintes 10,221 ouvintes 6,821 ouvintes 1,355 ouvintes 15,450 ouvintes 10,239 ouvintes 8,522 ouvintes 1,379 ouvintes There are many new types of healing
cover, which are powerful methods to release the subconscious beliefs that keep us stuck in the past. I'm going to review five of them here. I have chosen these methods because they all work to relieve the limiting beliefs that come from fear and therefore do not allow us to find fulfillment from the life that
we desire. The five that I discuss here are the Sedona Method, Release Technique, Emotional Freedom Technique, Access Consciousness and Freedom Release Technique. All methods come from understanding that depressed emotions sabotage health – mental, physical and emotional health.
Science now proves that suppressed beliefs lead to ill health. Chinese medicine and other ancient drugs are known for it all together. Younger authors, such as Louise Hay, have even listed emotions that are related to specific parts of the body. For example, if you cut your thumb it means you are
worrying. The basis of this emotional release method is that you have to release your limiting beliefs to stop suppressing emotions and enjoy good health. Years ago the only way to do this was through counseling or psychotherapy. It could take years of using talk therapy rather than much more effective
and almost instant results with newer methods. Let's start with which to look at the Sedona method. The Sedona method of The Sedona method was created by Hale Dwoskin who studied with a man named Lester Levenson. Interestingly, the Release Technique was originally developed by Lester
Levenson. The connection is that Dwoskin studied under Levenson and then created the Sedona method. In the Sedona method, you let go of unwanted feelings by moving through a few specific steps. First you identify the fear that has come up to you. You feel it and take it into your heart. Then you ask
yourself three questions. is: 1. Could I let this go? 2. Did I let it go? 3. When? The advantage of this method is that you acknowledge your fears when you identify it and take it into your heart. When feelings are suppressed they continue to try to find their way to the surface. When you finally look at them
and assume that they are there, the act of witnessing them allows them to fade. It's like a small child who bruises himself. She just wants to admit that she is hurt and then she can run away and play. Once accepted in the heart, the questions connect with fear at a conscious level, asking if you are willing
to let it go. If the answer is no, you will continue to take it into your heart and repeat the questions until you are ready to release it. The advantage of this method is that it is easy to do and can be done anywhere, anytime. Every time you identify fear you can use this method to release it. A couple of
drawbacks are that you may not be able to easily determine what the emotion is that you are feeling. Sometimes we become overwhelmed and there is no clarity we need during intense feelings. Another negative is that it does this work, and a couple of others don't go to the cause of the emotion, which is
the subconscious belief that brings it in the first place. I see this as a limitation compared to other methods I discuss here. However, it is definitely worth using and can help you improve your life experience. Click here to go to the Official Sedona Method Website Release Technique As I mentioned earlier,
The Release Technique was created by Lester Levenson, but is now mostly related to Larry Crane, who has done a lot to promote the technique. Fifty years have passed since it was first created, so Levenson was definitely a pioneer in this line of work! To use the Release Technique, you are instructed
to think about the frustration or fear that comes up to you and evaluate it on a scale of one to ten, ten are the most frustrated. Once you've appreciated the feeling you just say yes to it many times. It again works by accepting what the feeling is rather than suppressing it. This is the key to releasing our
emotions. After saying yes and recognizing the feeling many times you ask yourself again how intense the feeling is on a scale of one to ten. You continue to work this way until emotions are at an acceptable level for you. With The Release Technique having been available for so long, Crane has worked
with top researchers on the effects of spirituality on the brain using his technique. The results showed brain activity showed greater focus and increased motivation. He also claims the Release Technique lowers blood pressure and changes negative thinking among other benefits. The disadvantages of this
technique would be the same as those noted for the Sedona method. Click here to go to the Official Technique Website Emotional Freedom Technique AKA EFT or Tapping These first two techniques are similar because they use statements to help release emotions after recognizing what feelings are.
The technique of emotional freedom, or EFT, as it is commonly called, is following similar effects, but by another method. It was founded by Gary Craig. EFT, also called Tapping, is a method of releasing identified feelings and emotions by touching certain points on the body, repeatedly tapping the dot
with your fingers. This method works on meridian lines, where feelings and emotions become lodged in the body. As mentioned above, the link between the body and emotions is clearly proven, so it makes sense that you can work on the meridian lines to release emotions. EPAT feels again identified
and scored on a scale of one to ten. It helps you to determine the intensity of emotions and make a comparison after using the technique. It also uses the notification when you start the process of tapping. The initial statement is: Although I have (this feeling) I deeply and completely accept myself. It then
continues with touching the dots on the face, arm and chest, touching with one side of the fingers. After going through all the points that materialize, the feeling is rated again from one to ten. If it is still high, then the process is repeated. The advantage of EFT again is that it's easy to use, although you may
be choosy where you use it because you will be tapping multiple points on your face and hand. While you don't mind answering questions from curious viewers, there is no limit to when you can use it. There are many people who use it and praise the consequences. Some people that I know personally
who have worked with an EFT practitioner found that it definitely helped them at the beginning of their healing process, and then they felt it was time to move on to another technique that would take them deeper. Like the first two, you have to identify the emotions yourself. In my experience, emotions can
run deeply and what appears on the surface may not be the main emotion that needs to be released. Click here to learn more about EFT/Tapping Access Consciousness Access Consciousness is newer than the first three methods discussed here. It was founded by Gary Douglas and promoted by
Douglas's business partner Dr. Dain Heer. Access consciousness uses a clearing statement to release the feeling that has been identified. Unlike the first three methods, it also uses issues to help release and identify some feelings. The way it works is that the practitioner is taking down what emotions are
that affect you, asking if you... uncreate and destroy it now? If yes, the clearing notice is used to release it. The clearing note is an abbreviation for the original version of this Regulation, technique and, taken literally, makes no sense. Maybe that's part of the efficiency. A logical mind can't make sense of it
so that change takes place on another level. I have taught myself enough access consciousness that I can feel the effects of its use. I feel relieved in my body when I use a clearing statement. It usually happens with a sigh as I feel the emotion or fear of leaving. I have used it with others and felt my
friends go from a state of hyper-emotion to calm down within minutes. Thanks to Dr. Dain, there are enough YouTube videos that you can get a good sense of how Access works. However, for a beginner, the process of getting the best wording of a clearing statement can be a little complicated. The use
of questions with this method is unique compared to others. Simple questions like What does it belong to? or how does it get any better than this? can lead to the user releasing what non-owns are concerned about and toward a better life. Click here to go to the Official Access Consciousness Homepage
Freedom Release Technique, the final method that I discuss here is also the latest one on the surface. This is a release technique that I created called The Freedom Release Technique. This differs from the others mentioned in this article in some ways. First, it requires a practitioner who has the ability to
explore your subconscious to discover the underlying life experiences that are the basis of the emotions or fears that you experience. Even if it is another release technique, it is unique in this way. I find it interesting as a woman that the other four methods were all created by men. I can only guess for a
reason. As a practitioner of alternative therapy in the world, men make up a small percentage of my peers. Maybe they are better marketers or more committed to their jobs in the world. Whatever the reason, I'm glad to bring FreedomRT into the world to join the release methods that support you at this
time. The reason that freedom release technique has not yet been taught to individuals is that it requires the ability to intuitively discover what the foundations of faith are in a way that creates feelings that are surface. Because the Freedom Release Technique goes deeper than the surface of feeling or
emotion, it takes intuitive skills to discover the underlying beliefs that cause resistance and unhealthy feelings in your life. Many people are looking for emotional clearing who don't have this skill. The biggest benefit of FreedomRT is that once cleared, the method goes to the source, which is to limit the
belief that a particular aspect that emotions may not surface again. The Freedom Release Technique also uses a statement. The practitioner asks about the feeling that is covered, and then asks: Let everyone be revealed. the practitioner is then able to identify the memory and/or beliefs that cause the
sensation. FreedomRT then releases and clears faith from the subconscious. Once faith is cleared, new experiences begin to emerge in your life because you are relieved of limiting faith. An example would never have enough money. By other methods you release the fear of not having enough money.
The FreedomRT practitioner would go into the subconscious and discover what faith was, that was to create fear in the first place, and release that faith. By clearing the initial beliefs, the benefits are greater than with other methods and the changes you see in your life are more noticeable. Freedom
Release Technique then goes a step further and envisions you living your life without that fear. It supports you moving forward because, without your limiting beliefs, you welcome a new experience into your life, just like more money. The disadvantage of FreedomRT is that you need to have a one-on-one
session with a practitioner rather than being able to clear feelings about yourself. The biggest benefit is that you go to the original incident, which created the restrictive faith and clearing it from there, rather than simply clearing out what is on the surface. Everyone has to heal the wounds of their past. This
is the only way to move into fully loving yourself and creating a happy and abundant life. Without making some clearing fears and limiting beliefs, it could be a long journey. The more that is released and cleared, the better life becomes. And the deeper the work, the sooner a good life emerges. Click here
for more information on Freedom Release Technique This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how comment data is processed. Processed.
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